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Abstract Allowing virtual humans to align to others’ per-
ceived emotions is believed to enhance their cooperative
and communicative social skills. In our work, emotional
alignment is realized by endowing a virtual human with
the ability to empathize. Recent research shows that hu-
mans empathize with each other to different degrees de-
pending on several factors including, among others, their
mood, their personality, and their social relationships. Al-
though providing virtual humans with features like affect,
personality, and the ability to build social relationships, lit-
tle attention has been devoted to the role of such features as
factors modulating their empathic behavior. Supported by
psychological models of empathy, we propose an approach
to model empathy for the virtual human EMMA—an Em-
pathic MultiModal Agent—consisting of three processing
steps: First, the Empathy Mechanism by which an empathic
emotion is produced. Second, the Empathy Modulation by
which the empathic emotion is modulated. Third, the Ex-
pression of Empathy by which EMMA’s multiple modali-
ties are triggered through the modulated empathic emotion.
The proposed model of empathy is illustrated in a conver-
sational agent scenario involving the virtual humans MAX
and EMMA.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

Allowing virtual humans to align to others’ perceived emo-
tions is believed to enhance their cooperative and commu-
nicative social skills. In our work, emotional alignment is
realized by endowing a virtual human with the ability to
empathize with others. In human social interaction empathy
plays a major role as a motivational basis of prosocial and
cooperative behavior and as contributing to moral acts like
helping, caring, and justice [12]. Recent neuropsychological
findings [25] substantiate that empathic brain responses are
prone to modulation and thus humans empathize with each
other to different degrees depending on several modulation
factors including, among others, their mood, their personal-
ity, and their social relationships.

Research on virtual humans exhibiting empathic behav-
ior shows that they can reduce stress levels during job in-
terview tasks [21] and that they can teach children to deal
with frustration [5] and bullying [19]. Moreover, empirical
evaluations show that empathic virtual humans are judged
as being more likable, trustworthy, and caring [4]. However,
an evaluation of the impact of a virtual human’s empathic
behavior in a competitive card game scenario [20] shows
that displaying empathic emotions is perceived as signifi-
cantly arousing and stress inducing and is thus inappropri-
ate. Therefore, we believe that a modulation of a virtual hu-
man’s empathic behavior through factors like its mood, per-
sonality, and relationship to its interaction partner will lead
to a more appropriate behavior. Furthermore, although pro-
viding virtual humans with features like affect, personality,
and the ability to build social relationships is the subject of
increasing interest, little attention has been devoted to the
role of such features as factors modulating their empathic
behavior.

Supported by psychological models of empathy, we pro-
pose an approach to model empathy for the virtual human
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EMMA—an Empathic MultiModal Agent—based on three
processing steps:

1. The Empathy Mechanism consists of an internal simu-
lation of perceived emotional facial expressions and re-
sults in an internal emotional feedback that represents
the empathic emotion. Based on the results of an empir-
ical study [3] the empathic emotion is represented by a
Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance (PAD) value in PAD emo-
tion space [1] of EMMA’s affective architecture.

2. The Empathy Modulation consists of modulating the em-
pathic emotion derived in step 1 through modulation fac-
tors such as EMMA’s mood and relationship to the other,
e.g., familiarity and liking.

3. The Expression of Empathy consists of triggering
EMMA’s multiple modalities through the modulated em-
pathic emotion derived in step 2. EMMA’s multiple
modalities comprise a facial expression corresponding
to the PAD value of the modulated empathic emotion,
PAD-based prosody modulation of a verbal expression
appropriate to the context, and eye blinking and breath-
ing behaviors modulated by the arousal value of the mod-
ulated empathic emotion.

The proposed model of empathy is illustrated in a conver-
sational agent scenario involving the virtual humans MAX
[14] and EMMA [3]. In the conversational agent scenario
[13] in which the virtual human MAX engages in a multi-
modal small talk with a human partner, we integrate EMMA
as a third interaction partner. Within this scenario, the hu-
man partner can trigger the emotions of both virtual humans
by either insult or kindness toward them. During the inter-
action of MAX with the human partner, EMMA follows the
conversation and reacts to MAX’s emotions empathically.

The paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, we present
psychological models of empathy that are relevant for our
work. In Sect. 3, we outline related works on existing em-
pathic virtual human architectures. In Sect. 4, we introduce
our three-step approach to model empathy for a virtual hu-
man. Subsequently in Sect. 5, we illustrate the proposed ap-
proach to model empathy in a conversational agent scenario.
Finally in Sect. 6, we give a summary of the main aspects
underlying our approach and an outlook on future work.

2 Psychological Models of Empathy

In this section we introduce psychological models of empa-
thy that are relevant for our work.

2.1 Definitions of Empathy

The concept of empathy has no universal definition and its
multiple definitions are subdivided into three major cate-
gories (cf. [10]): (a) empathy as an affective response to

the other’s emotions, (b) empathy as the cognitive under-
standing of the other’s emotions, and (c) empathy as the
combination of the above two definitions. In order to fur-
ther refine the meaning of empathy, quite a number of re-
searchers (cf. [10]) try to differentiate it from other related
phenomena. Therefore, one important feature of empathy is
the self-other distinction that differentiates it from the con-
cept of emotional contagion.

Hoffman [12] defines empathy as an affective response
more appropriate to another’s situation than to one’s own.
Within his definition, Hoffman emphasizes that an empathic
response does not need to be in a close match with the affect
experienced by the other, but can be any emotional reaction
compatible with the other’s condition.

Davis [6] introduces an organizational model of empathy.
This is based on an inclusive definition of empathy as a set of
constructs having to do with the responses of one individual
to the experiences of another. He defines four related con-
structs: Antecedents, which refer to the characteristics of the
observer, the other, or the situation; processes, which refer to
the particular mechanism by which empathic outcomes are
produced; intrapersonal outcomes, which refer to cognitive
and affective responses produced in the observer which are
not manifested in overt behavior toward the other; and in-
terpersonal outcomes, which refer to behavioral responses
toward the other.

For intrapersonal outcomes Davis distinguishes parallel
from reactive outcomes. He defines parallel outcomes as af-
fective responses similar to observed affect in others and
reactive outcomes as affective responses different from ob-
served affect in others. Thus, like Hoffman he stresses that
an empathic response does not need to be in a close match
with the affect experienced by the other, but can be any emo-
tional reaction compatible with the other’s condition.

2.2 Mechanisms of Empathy

Hoffman [12] argues that empathy is multidetermined and
introduces five major mechanisms or processes as modes
of empathic arousal: mimicry, classical conditioning, direct
association, mediated association, and role or perspective-
taking. Further, he stresses that these modes commonly op-
erate in conjunction with one another. What determines
which particular mode will operate is the nature of the situa-
tion, e.g., the perception of strong expressive cues will more
likely foster mimicry. The processes introduced by Davis [6]
(see Sect. 2.1) are very similar to the modes of empathic
arousal introduced by Hoffman.

Recent neuropsychological studies (cf. [25]) try to inves-
tigate the neural basis of empathy. The results show that
observing as well as internally simulating another person’s
emotional state automatically activates parts of the neural
networks involved in processing that same state in oneself.
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These findings suggest the existence of a shared representa-
tional system.

2.3 Modulation of Empathy

Vignemont and Singer [25] claim that empathy does not al-
ways arise automatically every time we observe others dis-
playing emotions. They argue that empathic brain responses
are prone to modulation and propose several modulation
factors which they group into four categories: (a) Features
of observed emotion—valence, intensity, saliency, primary
vs. secondary emotion, (b) relation between empathizer and
the observed other—affective link and nurturance, famil-
iarity and similarity, communicative intentions, (c) situa-
tive context—appraisal of the situation, display of multi-
ple emotions, and (d) features of the empathizer—mood
arousal, personality, gender and age, emotional repertoire,
emotional regulation capacities.

In their cognitive theory of emotion, Ortony, Clore, and
Collins [18] introduce four factors modulating the intensity
of an empathic emotion: (a) Desirability-for-self as the de-
gree to which the desirable/undesirable event for the other is
desirable/undesirable for oneself, (b) desirability-for-other
as the degree to which the event is presumed to be desir-
able/undesirable for the other person, (c) deservingness as
the degree to which the other person deserves/not deserves
the event, and (4) liking as the degree to which the other
person is liked/disliked.

The next important question is at what stage modulation
occurs during empathic processing. Vignemont and Singer
[25] propose two possible models: First, in the late appraisal
model of empathy, the empathic response is directly and au-
tomatically activated by the perception of an emotional cue.
As next, the empathic response is modulated or inhibited
through different modulation factors. Second, in the early
appraisal model of empathy, the empathic response is not
directly and automatically activated by the perception of an
emotional cue. The emotional cue is first processed and eval-
uated in the context of different modulation factors. Whether
an empathic response arises depends on the outcome of eval-
uation.

The implications of the introduced psychological models
of empathy for our work are detailed in Sect. 4.

3 Related Work

There are various attempts to endow virtual humans with the
ability to empathize. McQuiggan et al. [16] propose an in-
ductive framework for modeling parallel and reactive em-
pathy in virtual agents. Their framework is called CARE
(Companion Assisted Reactive Empathizer) and is based on
learning empirically grounded models of empathy from ob-
serving human-agent social interactions. In a virtual training

environment, users’ situation data, affective states, physio-
logical responses, and other characteristics are gathered dur-
ing interaction with virtual characters. The training users are
able to evaluate the virtual character’s empathic reaction al-
lowing it to learn models of empathy from “good” examples.
An empirical evaluation of this approach shows that it gen-
erates appropriate empathic reactions for virtual agents.

Based on an empirical and theoretical approach Ochs et
al. [17] propose a computational model of empathic emo-
tions. The empirical part is based on analyzing human-
machine dialogs in order to identify the characteristics of
emotional dialog situations. The theoretical part is based on
cognitive psychological theories and consists of determin-
ing the type and intensity of the empathic emotion. The re-
sults of an empirical evaluation of this approach highlights
the positive impact of the empathic virtual agent on human-
machine interaction.

Rodrigues et al. [22] propose a generic computational
model of empathy between synthetic characters. The model
is implemented into an affective agent architecture and the
intensity of the empathic emotion is determined by the fol-
lowing modulation factors: similarity, affective link, mood,
and personality. To evaluate their model a small scenario of
four characters was defined. The scenario was implemented
with respect to two conditions, without the empathy model
and with the empathy model. The results suggest that their
model has significant effects on subjects’ perception of the
empathic behaviors of the characters.

While significant advances have been made in modeling
empathy for virtual humans, the modulation of the empathic
emotion through factors like the empathizer’s mood and re-
lationship to the other is either missing or only the inten-
sity of the empathic emotion is modulated. Hoffman [12]
and Davis [6] emphasize that the empathic response to the
other’s emotion does not need to be in a close match with the
affect experienced by the other, but can be any emotional re-
action compatible with the other’s condition (see Sect. 2.1).
Accordingly, in our work the modulation factors not only af-
fect the intensity of the empathic emotion but also its related
type. That is, depending on the values of the modulation fac-
tors, EMMA’s empathic emotion can be from different type
and intensity to perceived emotion.

Moreover, research on emotion recognition mostly fo-
cuses on recognition of seven prototypic emotion categories
which result from a cross-cultural study by Ekman and
Friesen [7]. This categorical approach suffers from the fact
that it is limited to a predefined number of prototypic emo-
tions. In contrast, the dimensional approach is believed to
be more convenient to model, analyze, and interpret the
subtlety, complexity, and continuity of emotional expres-
sions. However, little attention has been devoted to emotion
recognition using a dimensional rather than a categorical ap-
proach, in particular regarding emotion recognition from fa-
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cial expressions (see [11] for a review). Therefore, we intro-
duce a new approach to infer PAD values from facial Action
Units (AUs) [9] displaying emotions. Furthermore, the mod-
ulation of the type and intensity of the empathic emotion is
realized in EMMA’s PAD emotion space. These approaches
are applied resp. in the first and second processing steps of
the empathy model.

4 A Three-Step Approach for Empathy-Based
Emotional Alignment

The Empathic MultiModal Agent—EMMA has a face
which replicates 44 Action Units (AUs) implemented in
line with Ekman and Friesen’s Facial Action Coding Sys-
tem (FACS) [9]. EMMA’s AUs include nine upper face units
and 25 lower face units. The remaining AUs represent head
and eye units. In an empirical study [3], human participants
rated randomly generated facial expressions of EMMA with
18 bipolar adjectives on a one to seven Likert-Scale. Each
group of six bipolar adjectives represents one of the dimen-
sions of pleasure, arousal, and dominance. A two dimen-
sional non-linear regression analysis of AU activation with
pleasure and arousal was calculated for those faces that had
been rated as showing high dominance and those that had
been rated as showing low dominance. As a result three
dimensional non-linear regression planes for each AU in
pleasure-arousal spaces of high and low dominance were
obtained (e.g., see Fig. 1). By combining all planes of all
AUs the facial expression corresponding to each point in
Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance (PAD) space is recomposed
and a face repertoire is reconstructed. The face repertoire
comprises faces arranged in PAD space with respect to two
dominance values (dominant vs. submissive). A more com-
prehensive description of the empirical study is given in [3].

Similar to the virtual human MAX, EMMA has a cogni-
tive architecture composed of an emotion simulation mod-
ule [1] and a Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) module [15].
The emotion simulation module consists of two compo-
nents: First, the dynamics/mood component for the calcu-
lation of the course of emotions and moods over time and
their mutual interaction. Second, the PAD space in which
primary and secondary emotions are located and their inten-
sity values can be calculated. At each point in time, the emo-
tion simulation module outputs values of pleasure, arousal,
and one of two possible values of dominance (dominant vs.
submissive) as well as intensity values of primary and sec-
ondary emotions.

The restriction of the face repertoire, which results from
the empirical study, to two dominance values (dominant vs.
submissive) was done in order to adapt it to the emotion sim-
ulation module. Using this face repertoire, each PAD value
output by the emotion simulation module over time is ex-
pressed by its corresponding face in the face repertoire.

The above outlined components constitute the frame-
work used to realize our approach for modeling empathy for
EMMA. Our approach is based on three processing steps:
Empathy Mechanism, Empathy Modulation, and Expression
of Empathy (see Fig. 2) introduced in the following.

4.1 Empathy Mechanism

Facial expressions are crucial in expressing and communi-
cating emotions [8]. Thus, in our model of empathy, the
mechanism by which an empathic outcome is produced—
the Empathy Mechanism—is based on an internal simula-
tion of perceived emotional facial expressions. It results in
an emotional feedback that represents the empathic emotion.

Both Hoffman and Davis introduce mimicry as an Em-
pathy Mechanism (see Sect. 2.2). Hoffman defines facial
mimicry as the process involving the imitation of another’s
facial expressions, which triggers an afferent feedback elic-
iting the same feelings in oneself as those of the other. Fol-
lowing this, in our Empathy Mechanism, the internal simu-
lation of perceived emotional facial expressions consists of
an internal imitation of these expressions and results in an
emotional feedback that represents the perceived emotional
state. This is based on the use of a shared representational
system. That is, our virtual human uses the same face reper-
toire to express its own emotions as well as to understand
emotions from perceived facial expressions.

Accordingly, using her own AUs and their activation
functions (regression planes) in PAD space, EMMA inter-
nally simulates a perceived facial expression by first map-
ping it to AUs with corresponding activation values (in-
ternal imitation) and by subsequently inferring its related
emotional state as a PAD value (emotional feedback); (see
Fig. 2). In order to determine the PAD value from AUs’ ac-
tivation values corresponding to a perceived facial expres-
sion, the following two methods are used and represented by
(1) and (2). First, in (1), a weighted summation of the AUs’
activation functions is calculated. The weights wi(t) repre-
sent the AUs’ activation values at each point t in time. The
p,a, d value corresponding to the maximum of the weighted
summation is returned as (p, a, d)t,hint. Since most of the
AUs’ activation functions have their maximum values at the
boundaries of the PAD space (e.g., see Fig. 1), the resulting
p,a, d value could also lie at the boundaries of this space.
Thus, this method is only used to determine in which quad-
rant of the PAD space the p,a, d value to determine could
lie. Accordingly, the domain of the AUs’ activation func-
tions is restricted to that quadrant of the PAD space. Second,
in (2), the AUs’ activation functions with restricted domain
are translated to wi(t) and the sum of their absolute values is
calculated. The p,a, d value resulting from the minimum of
that sum denoted by (p, a, d)t,final represents the determined
PAD value at timestamp t .
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Fig. 1 The activation functions (regression planes) of AU12 (Lip Cor-
ner Puller) and AU43 (Eyes Closed) in PA space of high dominance.
The labels P and A denote resp. pleasure and arousal. The vertical axis
represents the AU’s activation values. The activation function of AU12

shows a high activation with respect to positive pleasure independent
of the arousal value and the activation function of AU43 shows a high
activation with respect to negative arousal independent of the pleasure
value

Consider the intensity values of AU12 and AU43 (see
Fig. 1) equal to resp. 40 and 20 at time t . By applying (1),
(p, a, d)t,hint is equal to (100,−100,100). By applying (2),
(p, a, d)t,final is equal to (68,−75,100). Increasing the in-
tensity of AU12 increases the value of positive pleasure. In-
creasing the intensity of AU43 increases the value of neg-
ative arousal. That is, smiling (AU12) with eyes closed
(AU43) is mapped to positive pleasure and negative arousal.
Thus, a PAD value is determined as a hypothesis about the
emotional state related to a perceived facial expression.

n∑

i=1

AUi (p, a, d) × wi(t)

= AU∑(p, a, d, t)

(p, a, d)t,hint = AUmax(t) (1)

n∑

i=1

∣∣AUi (p, a, d) − wi(t)
∣∣

= AU∑(p, a, d, t)

(p, a, d)t,final = AUmin(t) (2)

The inferred PAD value is represented in EMMA’s PAD
emotion space. Therefore, its related primary emotion as
well as its corresponding intensity value can also be in-
ferred. Note that secondary emotions generated by EMMA’s
emotion simulation module will be relevant in future work
(see Sect. 6). Since empathy implies a self-other distinc-
tion (see Sect. 2.1), the inferred PAD value is represented
in EMMA’s PAD emotion space by an additional reference
point. Thus, EMMA always distinguishes between her own
and the other’s perceived emotional state.

The elicitation of an empathic emotion is caused by de-
tecting the occurrence of a desirable or a not desirable event
for others [18]. Therefore, in our approach the empathic

emotion is elicited after detecting a fast and at the same
time salient change in the other’s emotional state that in-
dicates the occurrence of an emotional event or if the other’s
emotional state is perceived as salient. That is, with re-
spect to a predetermined short time interval T , the dif-
ference between inferred PAD values corresponding to the
timestamps tk−1 and tk , with tk − tk−1 ≤ T , is calculated
as |PADtk − PADtk−1 |. If this exceeds a predefined saliency
threshold TH1 or if |PADtk | exceeds a predefined saliency
threshold TH2, then the emotional state PADtk and its re-
lated primary emotion represent the empathic emotion (see
Fig. 2). Otherwise, no empathic emotion is elicited and the
next processing steps, Empathy Modulation and Expression
of Empathy, are not triggered (see Fig. 2). The predefined
thresholds can be interpreted as representing EMMA’s re-
sponsiveness to the other’s situation. The empathic emo-
tion is asserted as belief about perceived emotional state in
EMMA’s BDI module (see Fig. 2).

4.2 Empathy Modulation

Our model of empathy follows the late appraisal model of
empathy (see Sect. 2.3), in that the Empathy Mechanism re-
sulting in an empathic emotion takes place before the Empa-
thy Modulation can occur. Therefore, the Empathy Modula-
tion represents the second processing step of our approach. It
consists of modulating the empathic emotion resulting from
the first processing step through different modulation fac-
tors. Since the mood, the emotional repertoire, the emotional
regulation of the empathizer as well as desirability-for-self
are factors modulating the empathic emotion (see Sect. 2.3),
the modulation of the empathic emotion is integrated into
EMMA’s affective architecture.

The empathic emotion as well as EMMA’s emotional
state are represented by PAD values. Thus, the modulation
takes place in EMMA’s PAD emotion space. This is realized
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Fig. 2 The empathy model based on the late appraisal model of empathy [25] and consists of three processing steps: Empathy Mechanism,
Empathy Modulation, and Expression of Empathy

by applying the following equation each time t an empathic
emotion is elicited:

empEmot,mod = ownEmot + (empEmot − ownEmot )

×
(

n∑

i=1

pi,t × wi

)/(
n∑

i=1

wi

)
(3)

The value empEmot,mod represents the modulated em-
pathic emotion. The value ownEmot represents EMMA’s
emotional state. The value empEmot represents the non-
modulated empathic emotion resulting from the previous
processing step. The values pi,t represent a set of predefined
parameters discussed below.

Following the psychological background introduced in
Sect. 2.3, in our approach the modulation factors em-
pathizer’s mood and desirability-for-self are represented by
ownEmot . The parameters pi,t represent arbitrary prede-
fined modulation factors with values ranging in [0,1] such
as liking and familiarity. Familiarity can be represented by
values ranging in [0,1] from non-familiar to most-familiar.
Based on [18], liking can be represented by values ranging
in [−1,1] from disliked to most-liked. The value 0 repre-
sents neither liked nor disliked. Only the impact of positive
values of pi,t is discussed in this paper. Thus, only positive
values of liking are considered. The values of the modula-
tion factors pi,t are either predefined or are determined from

the context at each timestamp t . These are asserted as beliefs
in EMMA’s BDI module (see Fig. 2).

By applying (3), empEmot,mod lies on the straight line
spanned by ownEmot and empEmot (see Fig. 3). Accord-
ingly, we define the degree of empathy as the distance
between empEmot,mod and empEmot . That is, the closer
empEmot,mod to empEmot , the higher the degree of empa-
thy. The less close empEmot,mod to empEmot , the lower the
degree of empathy. The degree of empathy is impacted by the
values of the modulation factors at each point in time t . The
impact of the modulation factors pi,t is calculated through
a weighted mean of their current values at timestamp t . For
example, liking can be defined as having more impact on the
degree of empathy than familiarity and thus can be weighted
higher.

In [22] the impact of the modulation factor empathizer’s
mood on the intensity of the empathic emotion is defined as
follows: A negative mood increases the potential of a nega-
tive empathic emotion and decreases the potential of a posi-
tive one. In contrast, a positive mood increases the potential
of a positive empathic emotion and decreases the potential
of a negative one. Similar to this approach, EMMA is more
sensitive to the empathic emotion when her emotional state
is more similar to the empathic emotion. EMMA is more
resistant to the empathic emotion when her emotional state
is less similar to the empathic emotion. That is, the closer
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Fig. 3 The PA space of high dominance of EMMA’s emotion sim-
ulation module. The primary emotions happy, surprised, angry, an-
noyed, bored, and the neutral state concentrated are located at differ-
ent PA values. The reference points ownEmotk−1 and ownEmotk rep-
resent EMMA’s emotional state at timestamps tk−1 and tk . The refer-
ence points empEmotk−1

and empEmotk
represent the non-modulated

empathic emotion at timestamps tk−1 and tk . The reference points
empEmotk−1,mod and empEmotk ,mod represent the modulated empathic
emotion at timestamps tk−1 and tk

ownEmot to empEmot , the higher the degree of empathy and
the less the modulation factors pi,t can impact the degree of
empathy. The less close ownEmot to empEmot , the lower
the degree of empathy and the more the modulation factors
pi,t can impact the degree of empathy. Considering the mod-
ulation factors pi,t , the higher their value of weighted mean,
the closer empEmot,mod to empEmot and the higher the de-
gree of empathy. The lower their value of weighted mean,
the less close empEmot,mod to empEmot , the lower the de-
gree of empathy, and the closer empEmot,mod to ownEmot

(see Fig. 3).
Hoffman [12] and Davis [6] emphasize that the empathic

response to the other’s emotion should be more appropri-
ate to the other’s situation than to one’s own and can be
any emotional reaction compatible with the other’s condi-
tion (see Sect. 2.1). Thus, empEmot,mod is facilitated only if
its related primary emotion is defined as close enough to that
of empEmot . Otherwise, empEmot,mod is inhibited and the
Expression of Empathy, is not triggered (see Fig. 2). That is,
for each primary emotion located in PAD space, a distance
threshold to close primary emotions in PAD space is de-
fined. The distance threshold consists of threshold values in
pleasure, arousal, and dominance dimensions. Primary emo-
tions defined as close to empEmot ’s primary emotion should

represent emotional reactions that are compatible with the
other’s condition.

For example, Fig. 3 shows the PA space of high dom-
inance of EMMA’s emotion simulation module. At time
tk−1, ownEmotk−1 has as related primary emotion happy,
empEmotk−1

has as related primary emotion annoyed, and
the values of pi,tk−1 are set to the value 0.4. empEmotk−1,mod
has as related primary emotion surprised which is defined as
not close enough to annoyed. At this stage empEmotk−1,mod
is inhibited and EMMA’s expression of empathy is not trig-
gered. At time tk , ownEmotk is the neutral state concen-
trated, empEmotk

has as related primary emotion angry, and
the values of pi,tk are set to the value 0.6. empEmotk,mod
has as related primary emotion annoyed which is defined as
close enough to angry. At this stage empEmotk,mod is facili-
tated and EMMA’s expression of empathy is triggered.

4.3 Expression of Empathy

The Expression of Empathy (see Fig. 2) represents the third
processing step of our approach. It consists of triggering
EMMA’s expression of empathy by the modulated empathic
emotion derived in the previous processing step. Based on
EMMA’s face repertoire, the PAD value of the modulated
empathic emotion triggers EMMA’s corresponding facial
expression. In the EmoSpeak module of the German text-to-
speech system MARY (Modular Architecture for Research
on speech sYnthesis), PAD based emotional prosody rules
are specified [24] [23]. Using EmoSpeak, EMMA’s speech
prosody is modulated by the PAD value of the modulated
empathic emotion. The frequencies of EMMA’s eye blink-
ing and breathing are modulated by the arousal value of the
modulated empathic emotion. That is, the higher the arousal
value, the higher the frequencies of EMMA’s eye blinking
and breathing. Triggering other modalities like verbal utter-
ances or spatial actions as expressions of empathy depends
on the scenario’s context.

5 Example Scenario

As mentioned in Sect. 1, we choose a conversational agent
scenario in which the virtual human MAX acts as a museum
guide [13]. Within this scenario, MAX engages with human
partners in a natural face-to-face conversation and conducts
multimodal small talk dialogs using speech, gestures, and
facial behaviors. The emotions of MAX can be triggered
in different ways. For example MAX’s emotions are trig-
gered positively when a new person enters his field of view
or when the human partner’s verbal expression is interpreted
as a compliment. MAX’s emotions are triggered negatively
when the human partner’s verbal expression is interpreted as
obscene or politically incorrect.
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Fig. 4 In each framed illustration: On the right, MAX’s PAD emo-
tion space and MAX’s facial expressions corresponding to the primary
emotions fearful, annoyed, happy, and angry. The reference point la-
beled with MAX represents its current PAD value. On the left, the

facial expressions internally simulated by EMMA and their mapping
to PAD values represented in EMMA’s PAD emotion space. The de-
rived PAD values are represented by the reference points labeled with
MAX

In this scenario, we integrate EMMA as a third interac-
tion partner. The human partner can also engage in a small
talk dialog with EMMA and her emotions can be triggered in
the same way as those of MAX. When the human partner is
interacting with MAX, EMMA follows the conversation by
directing her attention to the speaking agent. When attend-
ing to MAX, EMMA’s empathy process is triggered. In the
following, the three processing steps of the empathy model
are illustrated within this scenario.

When attending to MAX, by means of the Empathy
Mechanism introduced in Sect. 4.1 EMMA internally sim-
ulates MAX’s facial expression. This is done by getting the
values of his face muscles at each point in time, by map-
ping them to her own AUs, and by inferring their related
PAD value as a hypothesis about MAX’s emotional state.
The inferred emotional state is represented by a second ref-
erence point in EMMA’s PAD emotion space thus allowing
EMMA to distinguish between her own and MAX’s emo-
tional states. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 by some exam-
ple facial expressions of MAX corresponding to the emo-
tions fearful, annoyed, happy, and angry at the timestamps
of their highest intensity values. Figure 4 shows that the in-
ferred PAD values are quite accurate compared to MAX’s
PAD values. MAX’s facial expressions corresponding to
concentrated and surprised are also mapped to quite ac-
curate PAD values. The emotions sad and depressed are
represented by the same facial expression as annoyed, thus
EMMA maps them to the same PAD value as that for an-
noyed which results in a less accurate hypothesis about
MAX’s emotional state. At this point, further implication of
context information is assumed to be relevant. This makes
the scenario of EMMA interacting with MAX a more real-
istic, but also a challenging one. If MAX’s perceived emo-
tional state exceeds a predefined saliency threshold or if a
salient change in MAX’s emotional state is detected (see
Sect. 4.1), the perceived emotional state is labeled as the

empathic emotion and is asserted as belief in EMMA’s BDI
module.

Based on the Empathy Modulation introduced in Sect. 4.2,
an elicited empathic emotion is modulated by means of the
following two factors: First, EMMA’s mood which changes
dynamically over the interaction when the human partner
triggers EMMA’s emotions negatively or positively. Second,
EMMA’s relationship to MAX represented by EMMA’s lik-
ing toward MAX and EMMA’s familiarity with MAX. The
values of liking and familiarity are predefined and do not
change dynamically over the interaction. Thus, the impact
of the mood factor as dynamically changing over the inter-
action can be better perceived in this scenario. For example,
when EMMA’s emotions are triggered by the human partner
negatively, EMMA’s empathy with MAX’s positive emo-
tional states is either low or is not triggered at all. Depending
on the values and weights of liking and familiarity different
profiles of EMMA’s modulated empathy with MAX can be
defined. The higher the values of liking and familiarity, the
higher EMMA empathizes with MAX.

Once the empathic emotion is modulated, EMMA’s mul-
tiple modalities are triggered by means of the Expression of
Empathy introduced in Sect. 4.3. EMMA’s verbal utterance
is triggered as follows: In this scenario, MAX’s emotions
can be triggered negatively or positively by the human part-
ner. Consequently, this is reflected by a negative or a pos-
itive change in MAX’s pleasure value. By calculating the
difference of the pleasure values of MAX’s perceived emo-
tional state, Ptk − Ptk−1 , at timestamps tk−1 and tk , EMMA
can detect the changes in MAX’s pleasure value. A positive
change in pleasure triggers a verbal expression of EMMA
that encourages the human partner to continue being kind
to MAX. A positive change that results in a positive plea-
sure value triggers verbal expressions such as “That’s great,
you are so kind to MAX!”. A positive change in the negative
space of pleasure triggers verbal expressions such as “This
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is not enough! You have to be kinder!”. A negative change in
pleasure triggers a verbal expression of EMMA that advises
the human partner not to be unfriendly to MAX. A negative
change in the space of positive pleasure triggers verbal ex-
pressions such as “Why are you saying that to MAX? This
is nasty!”. A negative change that results in a negative plea-
sure value triggers verbal expressions such as “Better think
about what you are saying! This is really nasty!”.

In this scenario we illustrated how by means of the three-
step approach introduced in Sect. 4, EMMA can empathize
with MAX and thus align to MAX’s emotions depending on
her mood and current relationship to him.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Supported by psychological models of empathy, in this
paper we introduced an approach to model empathy for
EMMA based on three processing steps: Empathy Mech-
anism, Empathy Modulation, and Expression of Empathy.
The Empathy Mechanism is based on using a shared repre-
sentational system. That is, using her own AUs and their ac-
tivation functions in PAD space, EMMA infers PAD values
from perceived AUs displaying emotions. Therefore, our ap-
proach to infer emotions from perceived facial expressions is
not limited to a predefined number of emotion categories. By
means of the PAD values inferred from perceived facial ex-
pressions, EMMA can detect fast and salient changes in the
other’s emotional state, e.g., a fast and salient change from
happy to neutral is perceived as a negative one. However,
inferring emotions from other’s perceived facial expressions
without integrating contextual information may lead to false
assumptions. Thus, EMMA is likely to falsely interpret, e.g.,
a facial expression accompanying the secondary emotion of
relief as the primary emotion of happiness. In order to make
the interpretation process more adequate (e.g., to distinguish
between happiness and relief) we aim to consider situational
role-taking (cf. [2]) as an additional Empathy Mechanism.

Further, the Empathy Modulation do not only affect the
intensity of the empathic emotion but also its related type.
This is in agreement with Hoffman’s as well as Davis’ em-
phasis that an empathic response does not need to be in a
close match with the affect experienced by the other, but can
be any emotional reaction compatible with the other’s con-
dition (see Sect. 2.1). The Empathy Modulation can be ex-
tended to further modulation factors like deservingness and
similarity (see Sect. 2.3). EMMA’s personality is modeled
by means of parameters defined in her emotion simulation
module. These parameters impact how emotional EMMA
is (e.g., temperamental vs. lethargic) [1]. Which parameters
these are and how they impact EMMA’s degree of empathy
with her interaction partner will be discussed in future work.

We further aim at empirically evaluating the empathic be-
havior of EMMA within the scenario introduced in Sect. 5.

In particular we will focus on the impact of EMMA’s mood,
as a modulation factor that dynamically changes over the
interaction, on human subjects’ perception of EMMA’s em-
pathic behavior. Based on our approach to model empathy,
we aim to modulate a virtual human’s spatial helping actions
in a cooperative spatial interaction task by its degree of em-
pathy with its interaction partner. As Empathy Mechanism,
we will consider situational role-taking (cf. [2]). As mod-
ulation factors we will consider the virtual human’s mood,
liking, and deservingness and show how the values of liking,
and deservingness can change dynamically over the interac-
tion. Furthermore, a challenging work is to model ’negative
empathic’ behavior by extending the values of the modula-
tion factors liking and deservingness to negative ones.
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